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DEPENDENCE OF PARTICLE RAPIDITYDISTRIBUTION ON FORWARD ENERGY ANDMULTIPLICITY IN NUCLEUS�NUCLEUS COLLISIONSAT AGS ENERGYFu-Hu LiuInstitute of Modern Physis and Department of PhysisShanxi Teahers UniversityLinfen, Shanxi 041004, Chinae-mail: liufh�dns.sxtu.edu.n(Reeived June 21, 2001; revised version reeived August 9, 2001)The rapidity distributions of partiles produed in nuleus�nuleus(Au�Au) ollisions at the Alternating Gradient Synhrotron (AGS) energy(11�15A GeV) have been analyzed by the thermalized ylinder model andthe three-�reball model. It is shown that the two models are suessful atthe AGS energy. The normalized rapidity distributions of produed parti-les (exlusion of protons) desribed by the two models do not depend onthe forward energy and multipliity. The rapidity shifts in the two mod-els do not depend on the impat parameter. The proton and deuteronnormalized rapidity distributions ontributed by the partiipants in Au-Auollisions do not depend on the forward energy and multipliity, but the �-nal state proton and deuteron rapidity distributions depend on the forwardenergy and multipliity due to the ontributions of spetators.PACS numbers: 25.75.�q, 24.10.Pa1. IntrodutionOne of the aims of studying high energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions is toinvestigate the mehanism of nulear reations. The knowledge of partileprodution leads to important onstraints on the reations and is of greatimportane in order to assess. A lot of models [1℄ have been introdued forhigh energy nulear ollisions. Among them, the thermal �reball model [2℄was used muh earlier in omparably low-energy nulear reations. Basingon the �reball model, we have developed a thermalized ylinder model [3℄and desribed the rapidity (or pseudorapidity) distributions of relativistisingly harged partiles in nuleus�nuleus ollisions over an energy range(3015)



3016 Fu-Hu Liufrom a few A GeV to 100A TeV [3,4℄. It is shown that the thermalizedylinder model is suessful in the desription of rapidity distributions. Onthe other hand, basing on the three-�reball model for hadron�hadron ol-lisions [5,6℄, we have developed a three-�reball model for nuleus�nuleusollisions [7℄ and desribed the partile prodution in nuleus�nuleus ol-lisions at high energy. The three-�reball model is also suessful in thedesription of rapidity distributions.Many models [1℄ have been introdued to desribe the rapidity distribu-tion of produed partiles in high-energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions. How-ever, the di�erent models give very di�erent alulated results for protonrapidity distribution. The rapidity distribution of protons produed innuleus�nuleus ollisions is very di�erent from that of other produed par-tiles. The alulated results for proton rapidity distribution by di�erentmodels are not orresponding to eah other. It is neessary to study theproton rapidity distribution in nuleus�nuleus ollisions by the thermalizedylinder model and the three-�reball model. The study should be based onthe suessful desription of other produed partile rapidity distribution.The aim of the present work is to perform a systemati analysis of pions,kaons, protons and deuterons prodution in nuleus�nuleus ollisions atthe AGS energy within the thermalized ylinder model and the three-�reballmodel. The rapidity distributions of the above partiles produed in di�erentevent groups are alulated and ompared with the reent experimental dataof the E802 Collaboration [8℄.2. The model2.1. Thermalized Cylinder Model (TCM)Let us onsider the simplest pitures of the one-dimensional stringmodel [9℄ and the �reball model [2℄. In a high-energy nuleon�nuleon olli-sion, a string is formed onsisting of two endpoints ating as energy reservoirsand the interior with onstant energy per length. Beause of the asymmetryof the mehanism, the string will break into many substrings along the dire-tion of the inident beam. The distribution length of substrings will de�nethe width of the pseudorapidity distribution. Aording to the �reball model,the inident nuleon penetrates through the target nuleon, then a �restreakis formed along the diretion of the inident beam. The length of the �re-streak will de�ne the width of pseudorapidity distribution. In high-energynuleus�nuleus ollisions, many strings or �restreaks are formed along theinident diretion. Finally, a thermalized ylinder is formed beause thesestrings or �restreaks stak and exhange their momentums in the transversediretion.



Dependene of Partile Rapidity Distribution on : : : 3017In a given referene frame, we assume that the thermalized ylinderformed in nuleus�nuleus ollisions is in the rapidity range [ymin, ymax℄. Theemission points with the same rapidity, yx, in the thermalized ylinder forma ross setion (emission soure) in the rapidity spae. For the thermalizedylinder, the initial extension of the nulei is not important beause of theLorentz-ontration.Under the assumption that the partiles are emitted isotropially in therest frame of the emission soure, we know that the pseudorapidity (�) dis-tribution of the partiles produed in the emission soure with rapidity yxin the onerned referene frame isf(�; yx) = 12 osh2(� � yx) : (1)If yx = ymin or ymax, Eq. (1) will desribe the � distributions of leadingtarget or projetile partiipant nuleons.In �nal state, the � distribution of singly harged produed partiles(exlusion of protons) is ontributed by the whole thermalized ylinder. Wehave the normalized � distribution of produed partilesfTCM(�) = 1ymax � ymin ymaxZymin f(�; yx)dyx : (2)The � distribution of protons is ontributed by the whole thermalized ylin-der and the leading protons. We have the � density distribution of protonsFTCM(�) = (1�KTCM)(NTP+NPP)ymax � ymin ymaxZyminf(�; yx)dyx+KTCMhNTPf(�; ymin)+NPPf(�; ymax)i+NTSf(�; yTS)+NPSf(�; yPS) ; (3)where NTP, NPP, NTS, and NPS denote the numbers of protons produed inTarget Partiipant (TP), Projetile Partiipant (PP), Target Spetator (TS),and Projetile Spetator (PS), respetively. KTCM is the probability ofpartiipant proton appearing as a leading partile. yTS and yPS are themean rapidities of target and projetile spetators, respetively. In the abovedisussion, we have used the piture of spetator-partiipant model [10℄.The rapidity y an be obtained by the above formulas due to y � � at highenergy [11℄.



3018 Fu-Hu LiuLet yC denote the midrapidity of produed partiles. We haveymin = yC ��y ; (4)ymax = yC +�y ; (5)yTS = yC �Dy � yTarget ; (6)and yPS = yC +Dy � yProjetile ; (7)where �y and Dy are the rapidity shifts in the TCM, yTarget and yProjetileare the rapidities of target and projetile, respetively. Generally speaking,yC should be the rapidity of the enter-of-mass system of ollisions, thepeak position of partile rapidity distribution, or the mean value of partilerapidities.There are two parameters, �y and KTCM, in the TCM disussed above.For pions and kaons rapidity we need only one parameter, �y. The values ofNTP, NPP, NTS, and NPS an be obtained by nulear geometry in onernednuleus�nuleus ollisions.In the above disussion, the normalization onditions for Eqs. (2) and(3) are Z fTCM(�)d� = Z 1N dNd� d� = 1 ; (8)andZ FTCM(�)d� = Z 1NEV dNd� d� = NTP+NTS+NPP+NPS � ZT+ZP ; (9)respetively, where N and NEV are the numbers of partiles and events, andZT and ZP are the atomi numbers of the target and projetile nulei, re-spetively. If we onsider the prodution of nuleon luster in the spetator,the left side of Eq. (9) should be less than ZT + ZP due to the dereasingof NTS and NPS.In the thermalized ylinder formed in high energy nulear ollisions, theexitation degrees of di�erent emission soures may be di�erent. It is ex-peted that the emission soures at and around the midrapidity have a highexitation. The emission soures at and around the rapidity ymin or ymaxhave a low exitation. As the �rst approximation, we divide the thermalizedylinder into three parts along the long diretion. The middle part is in therapidity range from yC � 13�y to yC + 13�y and stays in a high exitationstate. The other two parts are in the rapidity range from ymin to yC � 13�yand yC + 13�y to ymax, respetively, and stay in a low exitation state. Be-ause of the relativity, the other two parts have the same exitation degree.



Dependene of Partile Rapidity Distribution on : : : 3019The three parts have the same ontribution to the number of �nal statepartiles. In the rest frame of the emission soure, we assume that the threeomponents of partile momentum obey Gaussian distribution and have thesame standard deviation. Then the transverse momentum Pt obeys Rayleighdistribution. The transverse mass mt an be obtained by mt =pP 2t +m20,where m0 is the rest mass of onerned partile.2.2. Three-Fireball Model (TFM)Aording to the TFM [5,6℄ in high energy hadron�hadron ollisions, wehave developed a three-�reball model [7℄ to desribe the partile produtionin high energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions. In a high energy hadron�hadronollision, the inident hadron ollides with the target. Then a projetile �re-ball, a entral �reball and a target �reball are formed [5,6℄. In high energynuleus�nuleus ollisions, many projetile nuleons ollide with many tar-get nuleons. For eah nuleon�nuleon ollision, three �reballs are formed.There are many projetile �reballs, entral �reballs and target �reballs inhigh energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions. In rapidity spae, the projetile �re-balls are in high rapidity region, the entral �reballs are in middle rapidityregion, and the target �reballs are in low rapidity region. We regard theprojetile �reballs formed in nuleus�nuleus ollisions as a big projetile�reball, and name it the projetile �reball P �. Similarly, we regard the en-tral �reballs and the target �reballs formed in nuleus�nuleus ollisions asa big entral �reball and a big target �reball, and name them the entral�reball C� and the target �reball T �, respetively.Eah �reball (P �, C�, or T �) is assumed to be isotropi emission in the�reball rest frame. Let yi denote the rapidity of �reball i� (i� = P �, C�,or T �) in the onerned referene frame. Replaing yx by yi in Eq. (1), the �distribution of the partiles produed in the �reball i� in the onernedreferene frame an be given.In �nal state, the � distribution of singly harged produed partiles(exlusion of protons) is ontributed by the three �reballs with the sameprobability. We have the normalized � distribution of produed partilesfTFM(�) = 13hf(�; yC) + f(�; yT) + f(�; yP)i : (10)The � distribution of protons is ontributed by the three �reballs and theleading protons. We have the � density distribution of protonsFTFM(�) = (1�KTFM)(NTP +NPP)f(�; yC) +KTFMhNTPf(�; yT)+ NPPf(�; yP)i+NTSf(�; yTS) +NPSf(�; yPS) ; (11)



3020 Fu-Hu Liuwhere KTFM is the probability of target or projetile partiipant protonappearing in the �reball T � or P �. The rapidity y an be obtained by Eqs.(10) and (11) due to y � � at high energy [11℄.The parameter yC in the TFM is in fat the same as that in the TCM.The relationships between yT, yP and yC areyT = yC � Æy ; (12)and yP = yC + Æy ; (13)where Æy is the rapidity shift in the TFM. The relationships between yTS,yPS and yC are the same as those in the TCM.There are two parameters, Æy and KTFM, in the TFM disussed above.For pions and kaons rapidity we need only one parameter, Æy. The valuesof yC , NTP, NPP, NTS, and NPS are the same as those in the TCM. Thenormalization onditions for Eqs. (10) and (11) are the same as those forEqs. (2) and (3), respetively.It is expeted that the �reball C� stays in a high exitation state, and the�reballs T � and P � stay in a low exitation state. Beause of the relativity,the �reballs T � and P � have the same exitation degree. In the rest frameof the emission soure, we assume that the three omponents of partile mo-mentum obey Gaussian distribution and have the same standard deviation.In the desriptions of transverse momentum and transverse mass, the TFMhas the same idea as those in the TCM. But the emission soures in theTFM and TCM have di�erent rapidities.3. Comparison with experimental dataFigure 1 presents the rapidity distributions of positive pions (�+) pro-dued in Au�Au ollisions at 11.6A GeV (i.e. the AGS energy). The dif-ferent symbols are the experimental data for the di�erent entrality uts[8℄. The entrality is determined by the value of EZCAL, i.e. the energydeposited into the zero-degree alorimeter in the experimental layout of theE802 (E866) Collaboration [8℄. Corresponding to the entrality uts from0�3% to 43�76%, the EZCAL range in GeV are 0�240, 240�390, 390�570,570�780, 780�1020, 1020�1290, 1290�1590, and 1590�3000, respetively [8℄.In order to see a lear outline, the dN=dy data presented in Fig. 1 for thedi�erent entrality uts are saled by adding di�erent onstants. The dashedand dotted urves in the �gure are our alulated results by the TCM andTFM, respetively. In the alulation, we take a unique �y = 0:80 in theTCM and Æy = 0:60 in the TFM to �t the experimental data for the di�erententrality uts. The method of �2 testing is used in the seletion of �y andÆy. The alulated results are saled to the experimental data.
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Fig. 1. Rapidity distributions of �+ in 11.6A GeV Au�Au ollisions for di�erententrality uts. The di�erent symbols are the experimental data for the di�erententrality uts [8℄. The left side points about mid-rapidity (yC = 1:6) are themeasured data, and the right side points are the data re�eted about mid-rapidity.The dashed and dotted urves are our alulated results by the TCM and TFM,respetively. For the entrality uts from 0-3% to 43-76%, the values of �2/DegreesOf Freedom (DOF) in the TCM �ts are 0.57, 0.42, 0.62, 0.55, 0.29, 0.28, 0.61, and0.75, respetively. The orresponding values in the TFM �ts are 0.46, 0.38, 0.41,0.52, 0.21, 0.25, 0.63, and 0.48, respetively.Figure 2 presents the rapidity distributions of positive kaons (K+) pro-dued in Au�Au ollisions at 11.6A GeV. The meanings of symbols andurves in Fig. 2 are the same as those in Fig. 1. In order to see a lear out-line, the dN=dy data presented in Fig. 2 for the di�erent entrality uts aresaled by adding di�erent onstants. In the alulation, we take the same�y (=0.80) and Æy (=0.60) as those for Fig. 1 for the di�erent entralityuts. The alulated results are saled to the experimental data.From Figs. 1 and 2 one an see that the TCM and TFM give a gooddesription of �+ and K+ rapidity distributions in Au�Au ollisions at theAGS energy. In the alulation for normalized �+ and K+ rapidity distribu-tions, we need only one parameter �y in the TCM, and one parameter Æy inthe TFM. The values of �y and Æy do not depend on the impat parameter(entrality).
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Fig. 2. As for Fig. 1, but showing the results for K+. For the entrality uts from0�3% to 43�76%, the values of �2/DOF in the TCM �ts are 0.78, 0.64, 0.72, 0.44,0.48, 0.33, 0.38, and 0.35, respetively. The orresponding values in the TFM �tsare 0.61, 0.73, 0.49, 0.56, 0.39, 0.35, 0.68, and 0.40, respetively.In order to test the TCM and TFM in detail, the �+ rapidity distribu-tions in Au�Au ollisions at 11.6A GeV for di�erent event groups seletedby the deposited energy (EZCAL, the forward energy) in the zero-degreealorimeter and the total measured multipliity (MNMA) in the new multi-pliity array [8℄ are given in Fig. 3. The di�erent symbols (letters) are theexperimental data for the di�erent groups of EZCAL andMNMA [8℄. In termsof (EZCAL range, MNMA range), the orresponding borders for the double-event seletion using EZCAL (in GeV) and MNMA for the event groups from(a) to (i) are (0�240, >375), (0�240, 345�375), (0�240, <345), (240�390,>340), (240�390, 305�340), (240�390, <305), (390�570, >295), (390�570,265�295), and (390�570, <265), respetively. In order to see a lear outline,the dN=dy data presented in Fig. 3 for the event groups from (a) to (i) aresaled by adding di�erent onstants. The dashed and dotted urves in the�gure are our alulated results by the TCM and TFM, respetively. In thealulation, we take the same �y (=0.80) and Æy (=0.60) as those for Figs. 1and 2 for the di�erent event groups. The alulated results are saled to theexperimental data.
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Fig. 3. Rapidity distributions of �+ in 11.6A GeV Au�Au ollisions for di�erentevent groups seleted by forward energy and multipliity. The di�erent symbolsare the experimental data for the di�erent groups of EZCAL and MNMA [8℄. Theleft side points about mid-rapidity are the measured data, and the right side pointsare the data re�eted about mid-rapidity. The dashed and dotted urves are ouralulated results by the TCM and TFM, respetively. For the event groups from(a) to (i), the values of �2/DOF in the TCM �ts are 0.24, 0.53, 0.84, 0.61, 0.37,0.75, 0.36, 0.63, and 1.15, respetively. The orresponding values in the TFM �tsare 0.37, 0.39, 0.62, 0.54, 0.37, 0.53, 0.26, 0.42, and 0.96, respetively.Figure 4 is similar to Fig. 3, but it shows the K+ rapidity distribution inAu�Au ollisions at 11.6A GeV. In order to see a lear outline, the dN=dydata presented in Fig. 4 for the di�erent event groups are saled by addingdi�erent onstants. In the alulation, we take the same �y and Æy as thosefor Figs. 1�3 for the di�erent event groups. The alulated results are saledto the experimental data.From Figs. 3 and 4 one an see that the TCM and TFM essentially repro-due the �+ and K+ rapidity distributions in 11.6A GeV Au�Au ollisionsfor di�erent event groups. The only parameter �y in the TCM and Æy inthe TFM do not depend on the seletion of events.The orrelation between hmti � m0 and y for �+ produed in Au�Auollisions at 11.6A GeV is shown in Fig. 5. The entrality uts orrespondingto the di�erent experimental data (points) [8℄ are noted in the �gure. In
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Fig. 4. As for Fig. 3, but showing the results for K+. For the event groups from(a) to (i), the values of �2/DOF in the TCM �ts are 1.14, 0.32, 0.65, 0.62, 0.43,0.81, 1.34, 1.46, and 0.29, respetively. The orresponding values in the TFM �tsare 1.34, 0.31, 0.76, 0.72, 0.37, 0.93, 1.33, 1.42, and 0.36, respetively.order to see a lear outline, the hmti � m0 data presented in Fig. 5 forthe di�erent entrality uts are saled by adding di�erent onstants. Thedashed and dotted urves in the �gure are our alulated results by the TCMand TFM, respetively. In the alulation, we take the same �y and Æy asthose in Figs. 1�4. For the middle part with high exitation in the TCMand the �reball C� in the TFM, we take hmti = 0:60 GeV/2. For the twoparts with low exitation in the TCM and the �reballs T � and P �, we takehmti = 0:18 GeV/2. The standard deviations of momentum distributionorresponding to the two values of mean transverse mass are 0.46 and 0.08GeV/2, respetively. The method of �2 testing is used in the seletion offree parameters. The alulated urves are saled to the data yield.The orrelation between hmti �m0 and y for K+ produed in Au�Auollisions at 11.6A GeV is shown in Fig. 6. The entrality uts orrespondingto the di�erent experimental data (points) [8℄ are noted in the �gure. Inorder to see a lear outline, the hmti �m0 data presented in Fig. 6 for thedi�erent entrality uts are saled by adding di�erent onstants. The dashedand dotted urves in the �gures are our alulated results by the TCM andTFM, respetively. In the alulation, we take the same �y and Æy as those
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Fig. 5. Correlation between hmti�m0 and y for �+ in 11.6A GeV Au�Au ollisionsfor di�erent entrality uts. The di�erent symbols are the experimental data forthe di�erent entrality uts [8℄. The left side points about mid-rapidity are themeasured data, and the right side points are the data re�eted about mid-rapidity.The dashed and dotted urves are our alulated results by the TCM and TFM,respetively. For the entrality uts from 0-3% to 43-76%, the values of �2/DOF inthe TCM �ts are 0.61, 1.10, 0.54, 0.24, 0.66, 0.93, 0.90, and 0.72, respetively. Theorresponding values in the TFM �ts are 0.37, 0.89, 0.78, 0.79, 0.66, 1.22, 1.45,and 1.02, respetively.in Figs. 1�5. For the middle part with high exitation in the TCM andthe �reball C� in the TFM, we take hmti = 1:60 GeV/2. For the twoparts with low exitation in the TCM and the �reballs T � and P �, we takehmti = 0:54 GeV/2. The standard deviations of momentum distributionorresponding to the two values of mean transverse mass are 1.19 and 0.16GeV/2, respetively. The method of �2 testing is used in the seletion offree parameters. The alulated urves are saled to the data yield.From Figs. 5 and 6 one an see that the TCM and TFM give a gooddesription of the orrelation between hmti �m0 and y for �+ produed indi�erent entralities Au�Au ollisions at the AGS energy. The TCM andTFM essentially reprodue the orrelation between hmti�m0 and y for K+produed in the same ollisions.
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Fig. 6. As for Fig. 5, but showing the results for K+. For the entrality uts from0-3% to 43-76%, the values of �2/DOF in the TCM �ts are 1.34, 1.24, 0.33, 1.06,0.45, 1.04, 0.72, and 1.05, respetively. The orresponding values in the TFM �tsare 1.18, 1.26, 0.33, 0.89, 0.45, 1.15, 0.60, and 1.20, respetively.The rapidity distributions of protons (p) produed in di�erent entrali-ties Au�Au ollisions at 11.6A GeV [8℄ are given in Fig. 7. The meaningsof symbols and urves in Fig. 7 are the same as those in Figs. 1 and 2.In order to see a lear outline, the dN=dy data given in Fig. 7 for the dif-ferent entralities (from small impat parameter to great one) are saled byadding di�erent onstants. In the alulation, we take �y = 0:70, Æy = 0:63,KTCM = 0:75, and KTFM = 0:95 for the di�erent entrality uts. In the al-ulation by using Eqs. (3) and (11), the third parameter is one of NTP, NPP,NTS, and NPS. Generally speaking, we an alulate the third parameter bynulear olliding geometry at a �xed impat parameter. For the purpose ofonveniene, we treat the third parameter NTP as a free parameter. Then,for Au�Au ollisions, NPP = NTP, NTS = NPS � ZT � NTP. From smallimpat parameter to great one, the values of NTP are taken as 77, 65, 52, 42,35, 30, 20, and 6, respetively. Beause the alulated urves are saled tothe data yield, the values of NTP and NTS have only the relative meaning.In the alulation, the method of �2 testing is used in the seletion of freeparameters.
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Fig. 7. As for Fig. 1, but showing the results for p. For the entrality uts from0-3% to 43-76%, the values of �2/DOF in the TCM �ts are 0.72, 0.70, 0.28, 0.81,0.32, 0.30, 0.98, and 1.24, respetively. The orresponding values in the TFM �tsare 0.78, 0.72, 0.40, 0.61, 0.44, 0.50, 0.91, and 1.45, respetively.Figure 8 gives the rapidity distributions of protons in 11.6A GeV Au�Auollisions for di�erent event groups seleted by EZCAL and MNMA [8℄. Themeanings of symbols and urves in Fig. 8 are the same as those in Figs. 3and 4. In order to see a lear outline, the dN=dy data given in Fig. 8 forthe di�erent event groups are saled by adding di�erent onstants. In thealulation, we take the same �y, Æy, KTCM, and KTFM as those for Fig. 7.For the event groups from (a) to (i), the values of NTP are taken as 79, 70,55, 63, 58, 58, 58, 48, and 45, respetively. Beause the alulated urves aresaled to the data yield, the values of NTP and NTS have only the relativemeaning. In the alulation, the method of �2 testing is used in the seletionof free parameters.Figures 7 and 8 show that the TCM and TFM give a good desriptionof proton rapidity distributions in Au�Au ollisions at the AGS energy. Thevalues of �y, Æy, KTCM, and KTFM do not depend on the entrality utsdetermined by the forward energy and event groups seleted by the forwardenergy and multipliity. Beause the spetators stay in an exitation state,some of protons produed in the spetators may have a greater (or smaller)(pseudo)rapidity than the projetile (or target). We have assumed that the
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Fig. 8. As for Fig. 3, but showing the results for p. For the event groups from (a)to (i), the values of �2/DOF in the TCM �ts are 0.36, 0.83, 0.37, 0.37, 0.49, 0.88,0.86, 0.42, and 0.66, respetively. The orresponding values in the TFM �ts are0.55, 0.99, 0.40, 0.35, 0.56, 1.02, 0.70, 0.65, and 0.71, respetively.spetator protons are emitted isotropially in the rest frame of the emissionsoure. The mean (pseudo)rapidity of spetator protons is the rapidity ofprojetile (or target).Figure 9 is similar to Fig. 7, but it shows the rapidity distribution ofdeuterons (d) produed in 11.6A GeV Au�Au ollisions [8℄. In order to seea lear outline, the dN=dy data given in Fig. 9 for the di�erent entralityuts are saled by adding di�erent onstants. In the alulation, we take thesame �y, Æy, KTCM, and KTFM as those for Figs. 7 and 8. For the eventsfrom small impat parameter to great one, the values of NTP are taken as79, 50, 40, 10, 10, 5, 0, and 0, respetively. We would like to emphasize againthat the values of NTP and NTS have only the relative meaning beause thealulated urves are saled to the data yield.One an see from Fig. 9 that the TCM and TFM essentially reproduethe deuteron rapidity distributions in 11.6A GeV Au�Au ollisions for theentrality uts from 0�3% to 32�43%. Both the TCM and TFM fail to repro-due the data for the entrality ut of 43�76%. In the peripheral nuleus�nuleus ollisions, the spetators have a great ontribution to the deuteronrapidity distribution. Both the models have used a too wide rapidity distri-
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Fig. 9. As for Fig. 1, but showing the results for d. For the entrality uts from0-3% to 43-76%, the values of �2/DOF in the TCM �ts are 0.68, 0.70, 0.39, 1.46,0.99, 1.33, 1.59, and 16.88, respetively. The orresponding values in the TFM �tsare 0.62, 0.66, 0.55, 1.22, 0.89, 1.03, 1.66, and 16.98, respetively.bution for spetator deuterons. Eq. (1) is the result of an isotropi emission.It approximates to a Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation of0.91 [12℄. We an use a narrower Gaussian to desribe the rapidity dis-tribution for spetator deuterons. Using the revised TCM and TFM, wehave realulated the deuteron rapidity distributions in 11.6A GeV Au�Auollisions for di�erent entrality uts.Figure 10 presents the deuteron rapidity distribution alulated by therevised TCM and TFM. The experimental data [8℄ are the same as thosein Fig. 9. In the alulation, we have not hanged the values of �y, Æy,KTCM, and KTFM. For the rapidity distribution of spetator deuterons, weuse a Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation of 0.40. The valuesof NTP have been hanged from Fig. 9. From small impat parameter togreat one, the values of NTP are taken as 79, 65, 55, 40, 34, 25, 18, and 10,respetively. The values of NTP and NTS have only the relative meaningbeause the alulated urves are saled to the data yield.From Fig. 10 one an see that the revised TCM and TFM give a gooddesription of deuteron rapidity distributions in 11.6A GeV Au�Au ollisionsfor di�erent entrality uts. Comparing Figs. 9 and 10, one may say that the
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Fig. 10. As for Fig. 9, but showing a omparison between the experimental data [8℄and the alulated results by the revised TCM and TFM. For the entrality utsfrom 0-3% to 43-76%, the values of �2/DOF in the TCM �ts are 0.69, 0.44, 0.35,0.45, 0.39, 0.60, 0.87, and 0.82, respetively. The orresponding values in the TFM�ts are 0.56, 0.45, 0.32, 0.94, 0.28, 0.78, 1.05, and 0.88, respetively.revised TCM and TFM seem better than the original models in the givenexperimental rapidity region. We have realulated the proton rapidity dis-tributions (Figs. 7 and 8) by the revised models and obtained aeptableresults in the given experimental rapidity region. Beause the experimentaldata do not over the target and projetile spetator fragmentation regions,it is hard to say that what standard deviation of Gaussian distribution forspetator proton and deuteron rapidity is the best. An isotropi emissiongives a Gaussian � (� y at high energy [11℄) distribution with standard devi-ation of 0.91 [12℄. A width narrower than 0.91 means a transverse �ow, whilea width wider than 0.91 means a longitudinal �ow. The spetator deuteronrapidity distribution in Au�Au ollisions at the AGS energy means the ex-istene of a transverse �ow. Aording to Eqs. (3) and (11), if we onsideronly the ontributions of partiipants in Au�Au ollisions, the normalizedproton and deuteron rapidity distributions do not depend on the entrality(impat parameter), forward energy, and multipliity. Exlusion of the spe-tator's ontribution, the distribution shapes of Eqs. (3) and (11) are onlydetermined by �y and Æy, respetively.



Dependene of Partile Rapidity Distribution on : : : 3031From the above omparison and disussion we know that the parameter�y in the TCM and Æy in the TFM do not depend on the entrality (impatparameter), forward energy, and multipliity. In the words of string model [9℄or �reball model [2℄, the length of string or �restreak formed in Au�Auollisions at the AGS energy does not depend on the entrality (impatparameter), forward energy, and multipliity.4. Conlusions and disussionsFrom the above �gures one an see that the TCM and TFM are su-essful in the desriptions of �+ and K+ rapidity distributions in Au�Auollisions at the AGS energy. To desribe the normalized rapidity distri-butions of �+ and K+, we need only one parameter, �y in the TCM, orÆy in the TFM. The values of �y and Æy do not depend on the entralityuts (impat parameter) determined by the forward energy and the eventgroups seleted by the forward energy and multipliity. The TCM and TFMan also desribe the orrelation between hmti �m0 and y for �+ and K+produed in Au�Au ollisions at the AGS energy. The (revised) TCM andTFM are also suessful in the desriptions of proton and deuteron rapid-ity distributions in Au�Au ollisions at the AGS energy. The proton anddeuteron normalized rapidity distributions ontributed by the partiipantsdo not depend on the forward energy and multipliity, but the �nal stateproton and deuteron rapidity distributions depend on the forward energyand multipliity due to the ontributions of spetators.We have also alulated the normalized rapidity distributions for pro-dued partiles (exlusion of protons) by the TCM and TFM at the Dubnaenergy (a few A GeV) and the Super Proton Synhrotron (SPS) energy(60�200A GeV) in our previous work [4,7,13℄. It is shown that the TCMand TFM are suessful. The values of �y and Æy do not depend on theentrality uts and event seletions at a given inident energy. But the twovalues inrease with inreasing the inident energy.The independene of �y on entrality shows that the thermalized ylin-der formed in nuleus�nuleus ollisions is an uniform superposition of stringsor �restreaks formed in nuleon�nuleon ollisions at the same energy pernuleon. The length of the thermalized ylinder and the width of the rapid-ity distribution do not depend on the number of partiipant nuleons [14℄.The independene of Æy on entrality shows that the three �reballs formed innuleus�nuleus ollisions is an uniform superposition of the three small �re-balls formed in nuleon�nuleon ollisions at the same energy per nuleon.The distane between the projetile and target �reballs and the width of therapidity distribution do not depend on the number of partiipant nuleons.



3032 Fu-Hu LiuThe values of rapidity shift inrease with inreasing the inident energy.This renders that the length of the thermalized ylinder (or the distanebetween the projetile and target �reballs) and the width of the rapiditydistribution inrease with inreasing the inident energy. It is expeted thata plateau will appear in the pions (and kaons) rapidity distribution at veryhigh energy [15,16℄. The thermalized ylinder model an give a desriptionfor the plateau struture in the rapidity distribution if we use a great �y.But the three-�reball model fails to give suh a distribution. Maybe, wean introdue a longitudinal �ow in the three-�reball model and desribethe plateau struture. It is also expeted that a two-peak will appear in thepions (and kaons) rapidity distribution at very high energy [15,16℄. A revisedthermalized ylinder model (two-ylinder model) an give a desription forthe two-peak struture. The three-�reball model does not have a revisedversion to desribe the two-peak struture.Our previous work [4,7,13℄ shows that the values of �y and Æy are verysmall (� 0:2�0:4) at the Dubna energy. The TCM and TFM an be regardedapproximately as a single �reball model. For proton rapidity distribution atthe SPS energy, the TCM is suessful and the TFM is not suessful. It isexpeted that the TCM will be suessful in the desription of normalizedrapidity distribution for produed partiles at the Relativisti Heavy IonCollider (RHIC) energy (100A GeV + 100A GeV) and the TFM will beunsuessful. At the RHIC energy, a longitudinal �ow has to be introduedin the TFM.This work was supported by the China Sholarship Counil, ShanxiProvinial Foundation for Returned Overseas Sholars, Shanxi ProvinialFoundation for Leading Speialists in Siene, and Shanxi Provinial Si-ene Foundation for Young Speialists.REFERENCES[1℄ J. Geiss, W. Cassing, C. Greiner, Nul. Phys.A644, 107 (1998), and referenestherein.[2℄ W.Y. Chang, Ata Phys. Sin. 17, 271 (1961), and referenes therein; G.D.Westfall et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 37, 1202 (1976).[3℄ F.H. Liu, Ata Phys. Sin. (Overseas Edition) 7, 321 (1998); F.H. Liu,Yu.A. Panebratsev, Nul. Phys. A641, 379 (1998); F.H. Liu, Yu.A. Pane-bratsev, Phys. Rev. C59, 1798 (1999).[4℄ F.H. Liu, Yu.A. Panebratsev, Phys. Rev. C59, 1193 (1999); F.H. Liu,Yu.A. Panebratsev, Can. J. Phys. 77, 313 (1999); F.H. Liu, Chin. J. Phys.38, 42 (2000).
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